Information Blocking Workgroup Meeting #12
Interoperability Matters

4/10/2020
Workgroup Representatives

Associations and Orgs - health IT community
   – Samantha Burch, AHA
   – Mari Greenberger, HIMSS
   – Anne Kimbol, HITRUST Alliance
   – Matt Reid, AMA
   – Lauren Riplinger, AHIMA
   – Scott Stuewe, DirectTrust
   – Jeff Smith, AMIA
   – Mari Savickis, CHIME
   – Paul Uhrig, The Commons Project, Co-Chair

Consumers
   – Ryan Howells, CARIN Alliance
   – Deven McGraw, Ciitizen

Health Information Networks and Service Providers
   – Angie Bass, Missouri Health Connect
   – Dave Cassel, Carequality
   – Laura Danielson, Indiana Health Information Exchange

Healthcare Providers / Physicians
   – David Camitta, CommonSpirit, Co-Chair
   – Eric Liederman, Kaiser Permanente

Legal, Technology, Standards, and Policy Subject Matter Experts
   – Josh Mandel, Microsoft
   – Micky Tripathi, MaEHC

Payers
   – Nancy Beavin, Humana
   – Danielle Lloyd, AHIP
   – Matthew Schuller, BCBSA

Public Health
   – John Loonsk, APHL

Vendors
   – Aashima Gupta, Google
   – Cherie Holmes-Henry, EHRA/NextGen
   – Rob Klootwyk, Epic
   – Josh Mast, Cerner
   – Jennifer Stoll, OCHIN
   – Rita Bowen, MROCorp

Consultant
   – Brian Ahier, MITRE Corporation

Federal Government
   – Steve Bounds, SSA
Agenda

• Welcome and Introductions
• Review of Agenda
• Continue Review ONC of Final Rule
• Implementation Planning: Continue from January Call
  • Final two planning slides
• Additional Phase 3 Priorities
  • Review from March Call
  • Capture key insights, questions and guidance needs
• Next Steps
• Closing
Information Blocking Workgroup: Purpose

✓ Provide input into Sequoia comments to ONC on proposed rule
✓ Identify practical, implementation-level implications of proposed and final information blocking rules, which may or may not be consensus positions
✓ Facilitate ongoing discussions to clarify information blocking policies and considerations prior to and after the Final Rule
Organization of this Deck

Review ONC Final Rule (Continued)

Phase 3: Implementation Planning

Additional Phase 3 Priorities and Next Steps

Appendix 1: Final Rule Materials from the March 2020 Meeting